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q 3-Day Contemporary Cutting Foundations

Experience the soul of haircutting and discover the foundations 
for combining and creating cuts your guests will love. Our unique 
approach lets you improve your skills at your own pace, one 
haircut at a time. This 3-day class introduces a new level of artistic 
inspiration and explores the haircutting “hows and whys.” Come 
play with us and leave inspired by confidence and excited about 
your future!

Course Features:
• Principles of hair design
• Dynamics of shape design
• Mechanics of consistency 

Tuition Investment:  $875 per person

w 3-Day Contemporary Color Foundations 

In this 3-day, hands-on class, you’ll experience beautiful, fun, 
salon-friendly techniques as you build a strong foundation for a 
successful hair color business. Come play with us and discover 
the primary components for achieving consistently fabulous 
color and then adapting those foundations to keep your 
techniques forever fashion-forward.

Course Features:
•   Expert foiling techniques to complement any haircut
•  Comprehension of placement and formulation to suit every 

salon guest
•  Key elements to successfully blueprint and place dimensional 

color

Tuition Investment:  $875 per person

e 3-Day Contemporary Cut and Color Foundations

We all have heroes we want to emulate. In Contemporary 
Cut and Color Foundations, you’ll discover the language and 
discipline that the masters use every day to work miracles. 
Strengthen your salon work by learning the cutting theory, 
design principles, and skills that lead to consistency. This 3-day 
combination class also features color theory and techniques to 
enhance your cutting shapes with the ideal color, turning your 
cut and color into a relationship that creates an overall look of 
beauty. Join us for this 3-day class, and leave with the inspiration, 
confidence, and foundational skills to make you a more profitable 
professional in today’s modern salon.

Course Features:
•   Principles of hair design
• Dynamics of shape design
• Expert foiling techniques to complement any haircut
•  Comprehension of placement and formulation to suit every 

salon guest
•  Key elements to successfully blueprint and place dimensional 

color

Tuition Investment:  $1,000 per person

r  5-Day Contemporary Cutting Foundations and 
Accelerated Cutting Evolution

This in-depth course expands the foundational principles of 
technique, shape, and body position through evolutionary methods 
of cutting, freehand cutting, and razor cutting. Cement your new 
skills into your mind and body with 5 days of intensive, hands-on 
practice. Get on the right track and take your skills to a new level!

Course Features:
•  Learn to visualize three-dimensionally
•  Understand suitability related to bone structure
•  Become efficient with the disciplines of hand and body 

positions
•  Choose appropriate section angles for desired effects
•  Understand the phases of a successful haircut
•  Judge and understand distinctions in hair texture, density, and 

formation

Tuition Investment:  $1,225 per person

Course Descriptions

CLASS
INFORMATION
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t 3- Day Accelerated Cutting Evolution

Have you ever wondered how to be truly creative and expand 
your perspective of haircutting? After the wealth of information 
in Contemporary Cutting Foundations comes an abundance of 
creativity. This innovative 3-day class expands the possibilities of 
your originality, creativity, and imagination as you learn the hair 
theory – not specific haircuts – to develop the skills for building a 
financially rewarding future.

Course Features:
• Combinations of geometric shapes and techniques
• Integration of tools and product selection
• Texturizing and personalized finishing and detailing
• Creative process of your own haircut collections

Tuition Investment:  $875 per person

y 3-Day Accelerated Color Evolution

Take your business to the next level by exploring the unlimited 
possibilities of dimensional color. Becoming an expert in color 
placement lets you create a harmonious partnership and limitless 
opportunities between cut and color. In this 3-day, hands-on 
workshop inspired by your own creativity, you’ll create a 
personalized color technique from conception to finished design 
and gain the tools to become a leader in today’s color climate. 
You’ll also develop quick, male-compatible techniques that entice 
male guests to enjoy color.

Course Features:
•  Dimensional color, formulated and placed to achieve the finest 

results
•  Great new ways to achieve organic color and adapt it to any 

guest
•  Male-friendly techniques to expand your repertoire
•  A hands-on experience of creative inspiration

Tuition Investment:  $875 per person

u 3-Day Accelerated Cut and Color Evolution

After learning the foundations of shape and color, you’re ready to 
step into the world of creativity and discover new cut and color ideas 
that combine shapes and designs into original salon-ready styles. 

This 3-day class takes you to the next level of color exploration. 
Learn to enhance your cutting techniques with dimensional color 
placement, making the connections between cut and color more 
visual and easier to apply in the salon. Use your newfound cut and 
color techniques to become more creative, more alive, and a leader 
in your market.

Course Features:
• Creative cutting tools
• Shape and balance techniques
• Disconnection and finishing skills
• Dimensional color placement
• A new understanding of the male color market

Tuition Investment:  $1,000 per person

i 3-Day Men’s Cutting

Keep the craft of your men’s cutting skills fresh and up-to-date.

Course Features:
•  Work with clipper-over-comb techniques
•  Work with scissor-over-comb techniques
•  Practice short layered variations
•  Learn graduation
•  Understand men’s refining techniques
•   Learn how to create the ultimate men’s service experience
•  Learn when to choose razor over scissors
•  Conquer awkward hairlines and cowlicks

Tuition Investment:  $875 per person

o 3-Day Makeup

Advanced Academy makeup delivers artistic inspiration.

Course Features:
•   Wedding, vintage, and trend inspirations
•   Neutral and dramatic eye techniques
•   Brow techniques
•   Creating the classic 1940s
•   Lash Lab — Beyond reality
•   Transforming the classic eye into a fabulous runway
•   Expanding your creative style
•   Photo breakdown
•   Demonstration and workshop

Tuition Investment:  $650 per person

Course Descriptions Continued

For More Information
For course descriptions, tuition costs, hotel and 
travel information, contact the Advanced Academy 
Coordinators at 1-877-903-5375 or e-mail 
laurak@paulmitchell.edu or write Paul Mitchell 
Advanced Academy, 2900 Bristol, Suite H–101, Costa 
Mesa, CA 92626.

Cancellation Policy
For participants who cancel on or before the first day 
of course commencement, Paul Mitchell Advanced 
Academy will refund all but a $100 nonrefundable 
registration fee. Any cancellations made after the first 
day of the course will result in a nonrefund of all tuition. 
Cancellation must be made in writing. All refunds will be 
made within 30 days of cancellation. Any cancellation 
by Paul Mitchell Advanced Academy will result in a 
full refund to the enrollee. All questions, comments, 
and cancellations must be made in writing to: Laura 
Kimborowicz , c/o Paul Mitchell Advanced Academy, 
2900 Bristol, Suite H–101, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.
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How To Enroll 
Course Costs and Additional Information

3-Day Makeup = $650
3-Day Men’s Cutting = $875

3-Day Cutting Courses = $875
3-Day Color Courses = $875 

3-Day Cut and Color Courses = $1,000
5-Day Cutting Courses = $1,225

Enroll online at www.PaulMitchell.edu. For more information, contact the Advanced Academy Coordinator at 

1.877.903.5375 or 714.444.0788 x1507.

All courses are taught in English and are limited to 8 to 20 participants, depending on the course. Most workshops are 
conducted on doll heads. This course is in nonparticipation with the Student Tuition Recovery Fund. All courses must be paid in 
full at the time of booking. Confirmation will not be given until payment is confirmed. Deposits are not accepted. Please be sure 
to include the name of the enrollee and the class date desired. Students may also call to charge the balance on a credit card. 
Any cancellation by Paul Mitchell Advanced Academy will result in a full refund to the enrollee. We reserve the right to change, 
add, or delete courses or course dates. For participants who cancel on or before the first day of the course commencement, Paul 
Mitchell Advanced Academy will refund all but a $100 registration fee. Cancellations must be made in writing. All refunds will be 
made within 30 days of cancellation. All questions or comments may be sent in writing to: Laura Kimborowicz, c/o Paul Mitchell 
Advanced Academy, 2900 Bristol, Suite H – 101, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

Any questions or problems concerning this school that have not been satisfactorily answered or resolved by the school should 
be directed to the Department of Consumer Affairs, Bureau for Private Postsecondary and Vocational Education, 400 R Street, 
Suite 5000, Sacramento, CA 95814, (916) 445-3427.

Where appropriate, we are registered with the State of California. Registration means we have met certain minimum standards 
imposed by the state for registered schools on the basis of our written application to the state. Registration does not mean we 
have met all of the more extensive standards required by the state for schools that are approved to operate or licensed or that 
the state has verified the information we submitted with our registration form.

Accommodations
Attendees are responsible for their own air travel and hotel accommodations. Listed here are hotels offering a range of room 
rates for the California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Nevada, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia courses.

For exact dates and courses offered and information about the Advanced Academy team, please refer to the separate 
Advanced Academy Course Calendar or visit www.paulmitchell.edu. You may also enroll for courses online! For more 
information regarding courses, enrollment, accommodations, transportation, fun things to do, and future course dates, call the 
Advanced Academy department toll-free at 877.903.5375 or 714.444.0788 x1507.

Questions may be e-mailed to laurak@paulmitchell.edu.

For More Information
For course descriptions, tuition costs, hotel and travel information, contact the Advanced Academy Coordinators at 
1-877-903-5375 or e-mail laurak@paulmitchell.edu or write Paul Mitchell Advanced Academy, 2900 Bristol, Suite H –101, 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

Cancellation Policy
For participants who cancel on or before the first day of course commencement, Paul Mitchell Advanced Academy 
will refund all but a $100 nonrefundable registration fee. Any cancellations made after the first day of the course will 
result in a nonrefund of all tuition. Cancellation must be made in writing. All refunds will be made within 30 days 
of cancellation. Any cancellation by Paul Mitchell Advanced Academy will result in a full refund to the enrollee. All 
questions, comments, and cancellations must be made in writing to: Laura Kimborowicz , c/o Paul Mitchell Advanced 
Academy, 2900 Bristol, Suite H –101, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.
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Hotel and Airport Information
Advanced Academy Courses

COSTA MESA, CA
Paul Mitchell The School in Costa Mesa, CA, is only 10 minutes 
away from the John Wayne, Orange County Airport, and only 
50 minutes from the Los Angeles (LAX) Airport. Each of these 
hotels is no more than 15 minutes from Paul Mitchell The School. 
Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Hilton Costa Mesa
Call 714.540.7000.
$130 plus room tax; high-speed Internet access, fitness center, 
pool; transportation to the school is based on the hotel’s 
availability.

Ayres Inn and Suites
Call 714.549.0300.
$105 – $139 plus room tax; be sure to ask for the Paul Mitchell 
rate; in-room refrigerators, coffee maker, high-speed Internet 
access, John Wayne/Orange County Airport shuttle, shuttle 
service within a five-mile radius of hotel (upon driver availability).

The Crowne Plaza
Call 714.557.3000.
$119 plus tax, corporate rate available; complimentary shuttle to 
and from John Wayne Airport, fitness center, business center, Wi-Fi 
access throughout hotel, and heated outdoor pool and jacuzzi.

The Westin South Coast Plaza
Call 714.540.2500.
$177 – $269 plus room tax; high-speed Internet access, fitness 
center; transportation to the school is based on the hotel’s 
availability.

Comfort Inn
Call 949.631.7840.
$81 – $100 plus room tax; free wireless high-speed Internet 
access, free continental breakfast, free coffee, outdoor pool and 
hot tub.

EAST BAY, CA
Paul Mitchell The School in East Bay, CA, is approximately 20  
minutes away from Oakland International Airport and 35 minutes 
away from San Francisco International Airport. Each of these 
hotels is approximately five minutes from Paul Mitchell The 
School. Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Renaissance Club Sport
Call 925.938.8700.
$109 – $129 plus room tax; offers nightly turndown service, 
free high-speed Internet access, executive-sized desks, two-line 
speaker cordless phones, and a speedy dry cleaning service. 
All overnight guests have access to a luxurious spa and fitness 
facilities to work off those road-warrior blues…

Hyatt Summerfield Suites 
Call 925.934.3343.
$98 – $184 plus room tax; complimentary shuttle service — five-
mile radius, complimentary social hour (Monday to Thursday), 
24-hour convenience store, complimentary newspaper, fully 
equipped business center.

SHERMAN OAKS, CA
Paul Mitchell The School in Sherman Oaks, CA, is approximately 
25 minutes away from the Bob Hope Burbank Airport and about 
30 minutes from the Los Angeles (LAX) Airport. Each of these 
hotels is approximately five minutes from Paul Mitchell The 
School. Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Courtyard Marriott
Call 818.981.5400.
$159 – $189 plus room tax; free high-speed Internet, refrigerator, 
fitness facility, swimming pool, and hot tub.

Best Western Carriage Inn
Call 818.787.2300.
$85 – $129 plus room tax; high-speed Internet access, 
complimentary newspaper and a complimentary full or 
continental breakfast.

CALIFORNIA
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Hotel and Airport Information
Advanced Academy Courses

COLORADO

DENVER, CO
Paul Mitchell The School Denver is approximately 35 minutes 
away from the Denver International Airport. Each of these hotels 
is approximately 10 minutes from Paul Mitchell The School. 
Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Hampton Inn and Suites
Call 800.992.2694.
$99 plus room tax; be sure to ask for the Paul Mitchell room 
rate; complimentary high-speed Internet access, fitness facility, 
business center, swimming pool, and on-site dining.

Sheraton Denver West
Call 303.987.2000.
$134 – $179 plus room tax; fitness facility, business center, 
swimming pool, and on-site dining.

Courtyard Marriott
Call 407.277.7676.
$139 – $169 plus room tax; complimentary high-speed Internet, 
fitness center, business center, complimentary self-parking, and 
on-site bistro.

Radisson Hotel Orlando UCF
Call 407.658.9008.
$76 – $179 plus room tax; business center, complimentary hotel 
shuttle, on-site restaurant/lounge, fitness center, high-speed 
wireless Internet, and outdoor swimming pool.

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO, IL
Paul Mitchell The School Chicago is only 25 minutes away from 
the O’Hare International Airport. Each of these hotels is no more 
than 10 minutes from Paul Mitchell The School. Although room 
rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Crowne Plaza
Call 312.829.5000.
$247 – $299 plus room tax; when making reservations, mention 
the Chicago Metro Platinum Club and Professional Salon 
Concepts; high-speed Internet access, free morning newspaper, 
and 24-hour fitness center.

Days Inn — Chicago
Call 773.525.7010.
$123 – $173 plus room tax; free high-speed Internet, 
complimentary breakfast, fitness center, and USA Today 
newspaper.

Best Western Grant Park
Call 312.922.2900.
$150 – $180 plus room tax; free high-speed Internet access, fitness 
center, outdoor pool, and valet parking.

Hilton — Chicago
Call 312.922.4400.
$217 – $345 plus room tax; high-speed Internet access, USA 
Today newspaper, fitness center, and pool.

Hampton Inn
Call 312.332.5052.
$179 – $265 plus room tax; free high-speed Internet, complimentary 
hot breakfast, USA Today, and fitness center.

FLORIDA

MIAMI, FL
Paul Mitchell The School Miami is approximately 15 minutes 
away from the Miami International Airport. Each of these hotels 
is approximately 10 minutes from Paul Mitchell The School. 
Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Courtyard Marriott Miami Dadeland
Call 305.671.5041.
$179 – $209 plus room tax; complimentary high-speed Internet 
access, fitness facility, business center, swimming pool, and on-
site dining.

ORLANDO, FL
Paul Mitchell The School Orlando is only 25 minutes away from 
the Orlando International Airport. Most of the hotels below 
are approximately 25 minutes from Paul Mitchell The School. 
Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Homewood Suites 
Call 407.282.0067.
$139 – $169 plus room tax; complimentary high-speed Internet, 
fitness center, business center, outdoor pool, and whirlpool.

Hilton Garden Inn Orlando East/UCF
Call 407.992.5000.
$106 – $199 plus room tax; complimentary high-speed Internet, 
fitness center, business center, outdoor pool, and whirlpool.
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Hotel and Airport Information
Advanced Academy Courses

STERLING HEIGHTS, MI
Paul Mitchell The School Michigan is approximately 45 minutes 
away from the Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County International 
Airport. Each of these hotels is approximately 10 minutes or less 
from Paul Mitchell The School. Although room rates may vary, 
the following is a guide:

Courtyard by Marriott
Call 586.997.6100.
$94 – $104 plus room tax; make sure to ask for the Paul Mitchell 
room rate; fitness facility, business center, swimming pool, free 
Internet access, and on-site dining.

Hyatt Place Detroit/Utica
Call 586.803.0100.
$116 – $136 plus room tax; free Internet access, fitness facility, 
business center, on-site deli, and bakery.

Somerset Inn
Call 248.643.7800.
$119 – $325 plus room tax; free Internet access, fitness facility, 
business center, on-site restaurant, and golf course.

LAS VEGAS, NV
Paul Mitchell The School Las Vegas is approximately 15 minutes 
away from the McCarran Airport. Each of these hotels is 
approximately 10–15 minutes from Paul Mitchell The School. 
Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

South Point Hotel Casino and Spa
Call 702.796.7111.
$75 – $175 plus room tax; free wireless Internet, business center, 
pool and spa, fitness center, and arcade.

Hampton Inn and Suites
Call 702.385.2200.
$101 – $189 plus room tax; business center, fitness center, pool, 
and on-site convenience store.

Homewood Suites by Hilton
Call 702.450.1045.
$130 – $209 plus room tax; business center, fitness center, on-site 
restaurant, and free Internet access in rooms.

RENO, NV
Paul Mitchell The School Reno is approximately five minutes 
away from the Reno–Tahoe International Airport. Each of these 
hotels is approximately five minutes from Paul Mitchell The 
School. Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Peppermill Hotel
Call 775.826.2121.
$49–$159 plus room tax; on-site dining, fitness center, business 
center, indoor/outdoor pool, arcade, spa center, and free high-
speed Internet.

Atlantis Hotel and Casino
Call 775.825.4700.
$172–$272 plus room tax; on-site dining, arcade, business center, 
health/fitness center, pool and spa, courtesy shuttle, and free 
high-speed Internet.

MICHIGAN NEVADA

MISSOURI

ST. LOUIS, MO
Paul Mitchell The School St. Louis is approximately 20 minutes 
away from the Lambert–St. Louis International Airport. Each of 
these hotels is approximately 10 minutes from Paul Mitchell The 
School. Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Chase Park Plaza
Call 888.420.0768.
$159 – $249 plus room tax; one block from the school, fitness 
facility, business center, swimming pool, movie theater, and 
coffee shop.

Hyatt Regency Downtown
Call 314.655.1234.
$149 – $169 plus room tax; free Internet access, fitness facility, 
business center, on-site restaurants, and Starbucks.
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Hotel and Airport Information
Advanced Academy Courses

CHARLESTON, SC
Paul Mitchell The School Charleston is approximately five 
minutes away from the Charleston International Airport. Each of 
these hotels is approximately five minutes from Paul Mitchell The 
School. Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Aloft Hotel
Call 843.566.7300.
$102 plus room tax; make sure to ask for the Paul Mitchell room 
rate; courtesy shuttle to and from the airport and the school, 
fitness facility, business center, swimming pool, Internet access, 
and on-site dining.

Hyatt Place Charleston
Call 843.302.8600.
$119 – $159 plus room tax; courtesy shuttle to and from the 
airport and the school, free Internet access, fitness facility, 
business center, on-site deli, and bakery.

TEXAS

AUSTIN, TX
Paul Mitchell The School Austin is approximately 20 minutes away 
from Austin-Bergstrom International Airport. Each of these hotels 
is approximately less than five minutes from Paul Mitchell The 
School. Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Residence Inn Austin Northwest
Call 512.502.8200.
$109 – $169 plus room tax; walking distance to the school, 
complimentary breakfast, fitness facility, business center, 
swimming pool, and a sport court.

Courtyard Marriott
Call 800.627.7468.
$119 – $189 plus room tax; walking distance to the school, free 
Internet access, fitness facility, business center, on-site dining, 
and Starbucks.

Hyatt Place Arboretum
Call 512.231.8491.
$119 – $189 plus room tax; walking distance to the school, free 
Internet access, fitness facility, business center, and on-site 24/7 
dining.

SOUTH CAROLINA DALLAS, TX
Paul Mitchell The School Dallas is approximately 20 minutes 
away from Dallas Love Field Airport and 30 minutes away from 
Dallas Fort Worth International Airport. Each of these hotels is 
approximately five minutes from Paul Mitchell The School Dallas. 
Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Crowne Plaza
Call 888.444.0401.
$140 – $175 plus room tax; high-speed Internet access, daily 
housekeeping, on-site guest self-laundry facilities, same-day 
dry cleaning available, unstaffed business center, health/fitness 
center (off-site) (fee $8.00).

Hawthorne Suites
Call 972.386.4800.
$78 – $100 plus room tax; airport shuttle, business center, free 
hot breakfast buffet, gym/fitness center, free high-speed Internet, 
meeting/banquet facilities, pool.

HOUSTON, TX
Paul Mitchell The School Houston is approximately 35 minutes 
away from both George Bush Intercontinental Airport and the 
Houston Hobby Airport. Each of these hotels is approximately 10 
minutes from Paul Mitchell The School. Although room rates may 
vary, the following is a guide:

Omni Houston Hotel at Westside
Call 281.558.8338.
$99 – $149 plus room tax; fitness facility, business center, 
swimming pool, complimentary newspaper, and on-site dining.

Four Points by Sheraton West
Call 281.501.4600.
$146 – $166 plus room tax; free Internet access, fitness facility, 
business center, and free local shuttle service.
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Hotel and Airport Information
Advanced Academy Courses

VIRGINIA

MCLEAN, VA
Paul Mitchell The School Tysons Corner is approximately 15 
minutes away from Dulles Airport (IAD). Each of these hotels 
is approximately five minutes from Paul Mitchell The School. 
Although room rates may vary, the following is a guide:

Staybridge Suites
Call 703.448.5400.
Special room rate: Ratner rate code — ILE2M
$139 plus room tax; offers fitness center, dry cleaning services, 
high-speed Internet access, pool, spa, tennis courts, and business 
center.

Crowne Plaza Hotel
Call 703.893.2100.
$210 – $250 plus room tax; offers fitness center, pool, whirlpool, 
lounge, high-speed Internet, business center, and dry cleaning 
services.

Marriot Courtyard Hotel
Call 703.790.0207.
$159 – $299 plus room tax; offers fitness center, inside pool, wireless 
Internet, two restaurants, meeting spaces, and local shuttle.



Paul Mitchell Advanced Academy
2900 Bristol Street, H-101, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
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